Grade 7 Binder organization

For many students, using and organizing a binder is a new experience. Organizing their binders at school may be overwhelming, due to the lack of space and time. Please insert the following items into your binder to have them organized PRIOR to coming to school on the first day.

**Language Arts**
- 5 dividers (with labeling tabs inserted, if necessary)
- ¼ of a pack of lined paper

**Math**
- 11 dividers (with labeling tabs inserted, if necessary)
- scribbler
- ¼ of a pack of lined paper

**Science**
- 5 dividers (with labeling tabs inserted, if necessary)
- ¼ of a pack of lined paper

**Social Studies**
- 11 dividers (with labeling tabs inserted, if necessary)
- ¼ of a pack of lined paper

Pencil Case/Box organization

In grade 7, students will be moving from classroom to classroom and will not have a desk that is able to store their belongings. Having the essential tools at their quick disposal is very important. Please pack your pencil case/box with the following items. Other/extra items may be stored in their locker for easy retrieval when they need to use or replenish items.

- pencil(s)
- eraser
- red pen
- blue/black pen
- highlighter(s)
- dry erase marker(s)
- calculator